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ABSTRACT

In this chapter, first we outline the advantage of new technologies based on body-fixed sensors and particularly the possibility to perform field measurement, out of a laboratory and during the actual condition of the subject. The relevance of intelligent computing and its potential to enhance those features hidden in biomechanical signals are reviewed. An emphasis is made to show the results produced by these sensors when used alone and new possibilities offered when the information from different type of body fixed sensors are fused. In the second part, the relevance of body fixed sensors in medicine is presented by providing many clinical applications in orthopedics, Parkinson disease, physiology, pain management, and aging. Finally the chapter ends by emphasizing the potential of synergies between body fixed movement monitoring and other areas such as information technology which lead to the development of wearable body movement monitoring.
INTRODUCTION

Human movement analysis is an emerging field, which involves not only medical branches (orthopedics, physiology, neurology and sports), but even more technology and engineering sciences. Many investigators study and analyze human movement and particularly, gait, joint rotations and postural control in order to better understand motor function and describing motion ability alteration in term of health and disease. Standard technology for human motion capture is principally based on camera, magnetic and ultrasound systems which allow a complete 3D kinematics analysis of body segment but requires a dedicated laboratory. Ambulatory monitoring of body movement takes a different approach: collecting data from body-fixed sensors in the natural environment of the subject. It offers long-term monitoring, therefore providing complementary features, related both to the quantity (what activity, how often and for how long) and the quality (how) of the physical activities that are performed. Information provided by a set of complementary mobility-related parameters is essential for the objective assessment of a patient’s functional ability.

Capturing human movement based on ambulatory technology is a relatively new field of research since it is directly related to the recent advances in miniature devices and sensors, new technologies for powerful microcontroller, high capacity memory and small power sources. Standard technologies provide body segment position relative to a fixed referential. Other kinematics such as velocity and acceleration are generally computed from the derivative of the positions. In contrast, the outputs of body fixed sensors are rather relative angles, segment acceleration or velocity. Finding 3D segment orientation, absolute angles and complete kinematics are a major difficulty when using body-fixed sensors. In this regard the use of intelligent computing such as bio-inspired algorithms is essential. Moreover, the current state of art in communication systems and wireless transmission has opened new possibilities for telemedicine and remote home care monitoring. Therefore, a new and promising field of research has been opened in gait and posture topics for in-field and outdoor measurement. This way many research questions that can not be elucidated in laboratory setting can now be studied based on these new technologies.

In this chapter, after a short review of standard technology, the advantage of body-fixed sensors and the relevance of intelligent computing for this technology are outlined. The major body-fixed sensors are presented and their uses for human motion capture are reported. An emphasis is made to show the results produced by these sensors when used alone and new possibilities offered when the information from different type of body fixed sensors are fused. Finally, the relevance of body-fixed sensors in medicine is presented by providing clinical applications in orthopedics, Parkinson disease, physiology, pain management, and aging. It is important to notice the potential of synergies between movement analysis based on ambulatory monitoring and other areas, such as nanotechnology, materials sciences, and information technology, which lead to the development of advanced mobile and ubiquitous body movement measurements such as wearable monitoring.